Abstract. We propose an a posteriori parameter choice for ordinary and iterated Tikhonov regularization that leads to optimal rates of convergence towards the best approximate solution of an ill-posed linear operator equation in the presence of noisy data. Numerical examples are given.
1. Introduction. Let X, Y be real Hubert spaces, T: X -> Y a compact linear operator, v e Y. Our aim is to obtain the "best approximate solution" of (1.1) Tx=y
i.e., the unique element that has minimal norm among all minimizers of the residual \\Tx -y\\. If rf denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse (see, e.g., [17] ), the best approximate solution is given by T^y. For nonclosed range R(T) of T, the problem of determining T^y is ill posed. The best approximate solution exists only for y e D(T*):= R(T) + Ä(r)1 (which we assume from now on) and depends discontinuously on the right-hand side. An important example is the (Fredholm) integral equation of the first kind (Tx)(t):= C k(t,s)x(s)ds = y(t), /e[0,l], where k is a nondegenerate L2-kernel and X = Y -L2[0,1]. In the ill-posed case, the crux of the difficulty is that the data are only imprecisely known in general, that is, only some j8e y is available satisfying
where S is an a priori known error level. Since T* is unbounded, T*ys is not a reasonable approximation to Tfy, even if it exists. Because of this, one has to use "regularization methods" for approximating T^y. A widely used regularization method is Tikhonov regularization. For a > 0 we denote by xa s the unique solution of (1.3) (ai + T*T)x= T*ys.
It is well known (see, e.g., [3] ) that if the "regularization parameter" a is chosen in dependence of 8 such that limÄ_052a(5)~1 = 0 and lim8_0a(8) = 0, then lims_>0||jctt(S) s -T^y\\ = 0. If the exact solution fulfills the smoothness property (1.4) TlyeR((T*T)') for some 0 < i> < 1, then for an a priori choice of a such as (1.5) a{8) = C82A2v+1), C>0, one obtains the convergence rate (1.6) \\xa(S),8-T*y\\=0(8W+») (see [19] ). This convergence rate is best, 0(82/3), for v = 1. A saturation result of Groetsch [11] says that a higher rate of convergence cannot be expected under higher smoothness assumptions and other choices of a(8). However, a higher convergence rate can be obtained by "iterated Tikhonov regularization" (see [14] ), which is defined by the formulas (1.7) <8:=0; (aI+T*T)xig=T*yg + axi:g\ j = \,...,n.
If the smoothness condition (1.4) holds for some 0 < v < n, then a parameter choice according to (1.5) yields a convergence rate (1.8) kvs-rv|=o(ô2'/(2*+i>) which is best, 0(52n/<2"+1)), for v = n. Unfortunately, one cannot determine a(8) by (1.5) in practice, since the number v depends on the unknown solution T*y. Therefore, many authors suggest a posteriori methods to compute a reasonable value of a using the input data ys and the error level 8. A favorite choice of a is the so-called "discrepancy principle" due to Morozov [16] , where a -a(8) is computed as the unique solution of (1.9) \\Txa,g-ys\\2 = S2.
Arcangeli [1] proposes a = a(8) as solution of (i-io) II^o-äII2-*2«-1, while Engl [4] (for a similar method; see Schock [20] ) suggests choosing a = a(8) as the unique root of (1.11) lT*1bcmt9-T*ya( = 8>a-' with suitable constants p, q. Engl [5] applied his method also to iterated Tikhonov regularization. All these methods do not yield the convergence rates given by (1.6). For Morozov's, resp. Arcangeli's approach, this is shown in [10] , resp. [13] . Engl has to choose the parameters p and q in (1.11) in dependence of the unknown quantity v to obtain the rates (1.6).
The aim of this paper is to give an a posteriori method for choosing the regularization parameter for iterated Tikhonov regularization, where no information about v is used and the rates (1.8) are achieved, and even improved upon, for v < n. The difference is the replacement of the capital-0 condition by the little-o condition.
The basic idea of our method is rather simple. Obviously, the best possible parameter choice would be such that the squared error \\x^s ~ Tiy\\2 is minimized. Of course, this criterion is not applicable, but we will find a minimizer of some upper bound of the squared error.
At the end of Section 2 we investigate convergence rates for Morozov's discrepancy principle (1.9). It is well known (see [12] ) that a certain upper bound of the squared error is minimized precisely when the parameter is chosen according to (1.9) . Using the same technique of proof as for our method, we will show that Morozov's method yields also the convergence rates (1-6), but only for v < 1/2. In Section 3 we adapt the theory developed in Section 2 to make it applicable to practical computations. For this purpose, we consider approximations to the best approximate solution which lie in a finite-dimensional subspace Vm of X. More precisely, for each a > 0 and n g N, we define x% s m iteratively by the formulas (1.12) <8,m:=0; {aI+T*Tm)xUm = T*ys + otxi;s)m, j=l,...,n,
where Tm := TPm and Pm is the orthogonal projector of Xonto Vm. For n = 1, this is equivalent to the approaches of Groetsch [12] , Engl and Neubauer [6] and closely related to Marti's method [15] .
Now the regularization parameter has to be chosen appropriately in dependence of the noise level 8 and the subspace Vm. So Groetsch [12] applied the discrepancy principle to this finite-dimensional setting, whereas Engl and Neubauer [6] modified (1.11) to obtain finite-dimensional approximations. In view of known results, these methods seem to have the same disadvantages mentioned above for the infinitedimensional case.
We give in Section 3 an a posteriori parameter choice a = a(8, Vm, n) such that for T*y G Ä((r*7y)wehave
where ym = \\T(I -Pm)\\ is a measure of how well Tm approximates T. Again, this method requires no information about v and is numerically feasible in the sense that it depends on finitely many numerical parameters. In Section 4 numerical examples are given which show that theory and practice agree quite well. From now on, we denote the unique a determined by (2.4) by a(8) (although it depends also on ys, C, and n). An expression involving a(8) will be understood in the sense that for fixed C ^ 1 and n G N it holds for all ys satisfying (2.1) and the corresponding a determined by (2.4).
The next theorem gives some motivation for our proposed parameter choice. To prove our theorem, it suffices to show that %_s(ct) > 0 for a > a. But a > a implies by Lemma 2.1 that fn(a, ys) > fn(a, ys) = 82 and hence (2.6) /"(«, ys) > 8fn(a, ys)1/2 > \\Q(ys -y) ||/"(a, ys)1/2. Since ||a1/2(«7 + 7T*)"1/2|| «S 1, we obtain /"(«,Ä)1/2 = ||«"+1/2(a/+rr*r("+1/2)oÄ|>|«"+1(«/+^*r(n+1)OÄ|.
This, together with (2.6), yields for a > a, f,i(<x<ys)>\\Qys-Qy\\-h"+1(cti+TT*y("+l)Qys >{Qys-Qy,et"+1(al + TT*y("+l)Qyi 8 By (2.5) this is equivalent to (a2/2n)tp'" s(a) > 0, and hence our theorem is proved. D Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.3 and the first part of Lemma 2.1 show that a choice C = 1 in (2.4) yields the best result among all possible choices of C > 1. However, for technical reasons, we also have to consider the case C > 1.
Our convergence analysis is mainly based on the following three lemmas, whose proofs are given in Appendix 2. //a«J oh/f iff"(â, y) = y82 holds.
We are now in a position to derive rates of convergence for our parameter choice.
Theorem 2.8. Let C > 1, n g N be fixed. For each 8 > 0 and ys G y satisfying and hence
Thus we have
We obtain from [18] that <pn(ß) = o(ß2") for ¡i < n, resp. <pn(ß) = 0(ß2") for H = n. This, together with \im s _ 0 ßn(8) = 0, shows that 2»82/^(o) = q>M8)) = 0(ô4"/<1 + 2^) for v> n = M.
Because of (2.10) this implies our assertion for C > 1. For C = 1 the result follows from Remark 2.4. D Theorem 2.8 says that the convergence rate can be arbitrarily close to the desirable rate 0(8) if the data are sufficiently smooth and n is chosen sufficiently large. However, our upper bound of the squared error, given by Lemma 2.6, involves the factor n, and so it might be problematic to choose n too large. In particular, for given ys g Y and 8 > 0, the approximation error ||*â(S),« _ ^Vll rnight become arbitrarily large if n tends to 00. However, our next theorem shows that this is not the case. Thus, 2 2 \\xa.s-T'VII <E(a,yt)^\\xa<i-Tfy\\ + 48/a\\ys -TxaS\\.
Because of ||(7 -Q)ys\\ = ||(/ -Q)(Qy -ys)\\ = ||(7 -Q)(y -ys)\\ < 8 and \\(al + TT*yl(Qys -y)\\ < 8/a, we obtain, together with (2.13), where Pm is the orthogonal projector of X onto Vm and Qm is the orthogonal projector of Tonto R(Tm), the range of Tm. For given m, n g N, a > 0 and ys G Y we consider approximations x"aS m given by (1.12), which lie in R(T*) c Vm. In this finite-dimensional setting we assume that the available data ys satisfies, with an a priori given noise level 8^0, (3.2) \\y-ys\\2^s2<\\Qmys\\2/c, where C > 1. Note that for this finite-dimensional approach also the case 8 = 0 (i.e., the data are exactly known) is of interest, because it is not always possible to guarantee convergence of Tj,y -» T^y if m -» oo (see Seidman [21] ). Our first result shows that T^y is the best possible approximation of T*y by elements of Vm, if bm = 0. Further, assume that bm and 8 are not both zero. Then for each n G N the equation
has a unique solution a > 0.
Proof. Cf. Appendix 2. D
From now on, we denote the unique solution of (3.4) by am(8). We will show that a parameter choice a = am(8) yields the convergence rates mentioned in Section 1. For our convergence analysis we may assume without loss of generality that ym > 0. For, if ym = 0, then T = Tm, bm = 0, and so we have the same situation as discussed in Section 2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let x"am be the result of (1.12) with ys replaced by y. Then, analogously to Lemma 2.6, one can show the following lemma. (see [19] ), the result follows from Lemma 3.5, if we choose a = y2 in (3.5). D In order to present the main convergence theorem, we need the following lemmas. Using Lemma 3.9 and the next lemma, we will see that our parameter choice (3.4) gives the minimum of an upper bound for the squared error ||x£i8i", -^Vll2- Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.9 that there exists a number t), Cj < tj < C2, such
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Hence we obtain by Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.10 that (b) y as in (a); y was again 30 times randomly perturbed with 8m := bm for each m. In this case we should obtain, for n = 1, convergence rate 0(b£) with ¡i = 2/3, resp., for n > 2, the convergence rate o(b^) with ju < 9/13. A choice C = 1. Tfy(s) = siriirs. In this example, T^y G R((T*T)") holds for any v > 0. If the data are known exactly, we again obtain nearly the best possible approximation PmT^y. If the data are randomly perturbed with 8m = bm, we should obtain, for each n g N, the convergence rate 0(b^n/<2n+1)).
The test was performed 30 times again; the following table shows the maximum error observed for the choice C = 1.01, K = 1. 
